AMULET MANUFACTURING COMPANY, INC.
ENGINEERING DEPT.

MACHINE MODEL ______________________ BUCKET WIDTH ____________
BUCKET MANUFACTURER ___________________ # OF TEETH ____________
BUCKET MODEL NO ____________________ TODAY’S DATE ____________
BUCKET SERIAL NO ____________________ COMPLETED BY ____________

PLEASE FILL IN ALL DIMENSIONS FOR YOUR BUCKET.
CHOOSE CONFIGURATION THAT BEST MATCHES YOUR BUCKET AND CROSS OUT OTHER CONFIGURATIONS.

NOTE: IF YOUR BUCKET EARS DIFFER SIGNIFICANTLY FROM
THIS DRAWING, PLEASE SKETCH YOUR BUCKET EARS AND
ADD THE DIMENSIONS SHOWN.

OPERATOR VIEW

SHIM ADJ. WIDTH [ ]
SHIM ADJ. DIA [ ]
BOLT HEAD HEIGHT [ ]

BOSS WIDTH [ ]
TYPE B
SHIM ADJUSTER ON LEFT SIDE

OPERATOR VIEW

SHIM ADJ. WIDTH [ ]
SHIM ADJ. DIA [ ]
BOLT HEAD HEIGHT [ ]

BOSS WIDTH [ ]
TYPE A
SHIM ADJUSTER ON RIGHT SIDE

6442 W. Boekel Road, Rathdrum, ID 83858 (800) 526-8538 FAX (208) 687-8640

Thank you for your continued interest in Amulet Mfg. Equipment Attachments.
Visit our Internet Web site: www.amuletmfg.com